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In this work it is our purpose to show whether or 
not the notion of oreation iB a philosophical ooncept; to
what degree it lays such claim; and precisely wuere it 
cease« to be a philosophical notion. his we ©hall con
sider froct the Ihomistic viewpoint.

in Greex philosophy up until ^ristotle, creation out
of nothin^ waa excluded fro& the universe ae well as fromiGod. the maxims "nothing coaea from nothing," and the 
f&ct that these philosophers were so close to matter pre
vented any such concept from being formulated. Individual 
beings were certainly contingent but not the universe as 
a whole. The fact that tm almighty und infinite God ex
isted «ho could create from nothing the entire universe 
escaped the acute minds of even the greatest among the 
ancient philosophers.

It is interesting to note now that the idea of infi
nite efficient causality never a.cse in purely philosophical 
speculation until this notion became a matter of revela
tions This was no coubt due to the failure of reason to
concern Itself with the act of existence as euch, as dis-2tinct from nature or essences. Jjoes this, then, rule out 
the possibility of its being a philosophical concepts

St. Thomas e»teemed the numan intellect so highly that 
he made bold to incorporate the notion of creation as a*5"homogeneous member into his metaphysics#** Many who lived 
during his time maintained tnat for those believing in rev
elation, creation is to be accepted, not demonstrated.
But St. ihomas considered it from reason alone. Cnee rev
elation is made »ith the accompanying reorientation of ul-

Kans Meyer, fue lniloaoph.y of t. fihoa.as ^qulnaa, 
Translated by tev. /rede • ic QckLolt. (St.' , buis, .Vo.:'
B. Herder Book Co., 1944j, pp. 271-iiO

2Cs.arles a . dart, fhomistic fe.etâ h./alcs* (Washington,
I. 0 , i  i rentice-' all, I nc., 19 £7),' pp. 27$-8 2.

x'Ke^er, op. cit.
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tiaate reasoning toward existence, the rational nece>aity 
of creation po^ea itstif aa the onl„: acceptable explanation 
of tiie universe.^ This is not to sa^ that wo must neccs- 
aariij, nave revelation to reach the motion of creation, 
for unaided reason can reach this conoluaion. But rev
elation ignited the spark which had lain dormant for many 
^ear8.

^Bart, op. cit
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while it is not the purpose of this work to prove 
God’s existence, nevertheless, "the henological argument 
proving His existence as the Self-Existing or Unpartici
pated Being also necessarily establishes Ela as the only

5possible unique giver of e.istence to creatures.'*
"Every being in any way existing is from God. What

ever is found in anything by participation, must be caused 
iii it by that to wnich it belongs essentially."^ All beings 
apart from God are not being but only have being by parti
cipation. everything which is diversified by diverse part
icipation of being in which it is more or less perfect, is 
produced by God because it only has being and derives it

7from that which possesses being by essence.
Something called existence is given by a Being called 

the Creator to a being called a creature. This is shared 
by God and creatures. Something ei3e called essence isOdistinct from existence in creatures but not so in God.
If apart from God, an essence were self-subsisting, it 
would be one since such a being aust be one, e.g., the 
eo-ence of humanity to be self-subsisting would bave to be 
identical with its subjects, viz., individual existing 
men witu all their accidents.' Bach man would be humanity 
uncaused wnich is absui'd. He would have to exist of neces
sity. He would be mankind itself or no man at all.

5ibid.
^Meyer, op. clt.
7Brother Benignus, Mature. Knowledge, and aod. (Mil

waukee: Tne Bruce Publishing Co., 1947/, pp. 5^7-73.
OGerald B. ihelan, "She Being of Creaturea," She 

American Catholic ihiiosophical Aasociation. XXXI,(April,
1957), pp. 118-25.
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The essence of divided beings is not the same as the 
essence of true being itself which is undivided, for, due to 
the division of the formei, there is an admixture of poten
tiality, of privation and non-being. Hence, the essence of 
this or that being cannot be being itself. This being isQnot that being, a cat is not a dog, for tnis would oe to 
deny the principle of contradiclion by asserting that a 
thina can be and not ce at the same time and in the same 
respect.

The Angelic Doctor proceeds further by stating tnat 
every being is eitiier simple or composite. If simple, it 
is undivided actually and potentially, a composite has no 
being until its parts are united. Substances composed of 
matter and form are potentially divisible in virtue of 
their matter, iiince this is the case, every composite being 
must have a cause which unites its parts.^ Otherwise a 
composite being which was not a being in the firjt place 
would t,ive itself something it does not nave, vi2 ., exist
ence. This is obviously impossible.

Such composite beings or such multitudes are one
ii..perfectly and after the fashion of created beings. In
the being of one thing we find privation insofar as it is
this being and not that, therefore, multiplicity resulting
from division cannot subsist in a perfect community because
it participates in undivided being or unity, its principle,

11after an imperfect similitude.
identity and diversity obtain only where there is a 

question of formal, essential, generic, or specific com
parison. In metaphysics existence is not essence, form,

^Leonard J . Bslick, MThe ’Ihomistic Uoctrine of the Unity 
of creation,” Hew Scholasticism, XIII, (January, 1939)» 
pp. 49-70.

1Xlbid
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genus, or apeciea, Hence, it cannot be diverse as such.
We mus1 bear in mind that this is not to say that there is 
an identity of existence of God and creatures but rather 
that diversity springs from a principle which is not exist
ence. To say that the manner in which the Creator exer
cises His "to be" is other than the mode in which creatures 
exercise theirs is not to assert an identity or diversity 
of esse as such, but to disclose a basis for diversity be
tween God and creatures. Beings are diverse by reason of 
esse for the very reason that that by whicn they differ is
in this case other than existence whicn is not non-being

12but non-existence.
In every composite creature there is a difference of 

essence and existence which no effort of the intellect can 
transcend. St. Thomas reasons that essence or nature con
notes only what is included in the definition of species, 
which definition does not include individual matter, e.g.,
it is by the essence of humanity that man is man, yet in-

13dividual matter is includeu in the thing which is man.
There are, then, some essences that can only exist in

various materially different things, and others which exist
only in one, but all are in potentiality In relation to
existence. They cannot cause their own unity and existence.
This multitude of creatures cannot have the form of unity
and existence sinply but must have it from something else.
Nonetheless the universe must be one in some fashion in
order to be intelljgiole and to exist as a universe. St.
Txiomas's problem was the discovery of types of created unity

14and order proper to a created world. As stated above,

12lbid.
13Ihelan, op. cit.
■^Eslick, op. cit.
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ilia solution lay in the participation of creatures in an 
undivided being, according to an imperfect similitude.

God is act not particularly but totally. Hence, He 
is act in .reference to Hie whole substance. In reference 
to all other beingd in act lie is tne origin of their per
fection. he is the principle of all being and as such, i.e., 
as a being's entire adequate cause, He producer by His ac
tion the whole subsisting being without presupposing pre-

15existent anything. Tne divine essence is tne only proper* 
adequate and primary object of od's thought, This does 
not preclude cognition of anything distinct from Him but 
rather demands such knowledge, otherwise God could not 
know llifcself perfectly. He must contain an infinite number 
of ways in which His perfection is imitable and capable of 
being shared not only in a general way but in every aetailed 
particularization. It is this divine knowledge conjoined 
to will, the Angelic .Doctor contends, which causes being.^

Philosophically, the reasoned conclusion that creation 
is a fact rests basically upon the eery meaning of causal
ity which in turn is meaningful only in terms of potency 
and act. at. Tnomas associated tne notion of capacity for 
perfection witn the former and actual perfection with the 
latter, xhus enabling him to build his metaphysics, cut- 
side a dually constituted universe creation means nothin^.
St. Thomas's system alone can preserve the reality of poten
tiality and as a consequence permit a philosophical penetra
tion into the fact of creatio ex nlhiio, a subject to be 
treated later. Existential self-sufficiency no matter how 
considered leads or even impels reason to the conclusion of

Francis X. Meehan, Efficient Causality in Aristotle 
and St. Thomas, (Washington, 1.0.: ine"'iSaikins Irinting Co., 
1940), pp. 269-90.

15

16TV. ,
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the act of creation of all being. The obvious fact is 
that all being must proceed from God.

Closely allied to the Thomistic teaching of participa
tion is that of contingency and causality to explain crea
tion. If a thing has perfection but is not itself perfec
tion, it must come from something else, Hence, we say 
that this perfection in finite or contingent being is 
caused by another. There is a great deal of overlapping 
in these notions but we will treat contingency at some 
length since the Angelic Doctor does.

A contingent being does not have within itself an 
explanation of its own existence. We must look for its
sufficient reason in something outside itself.

18Thomas B. Wright tells us that Manualists produce 
St. Thomas's proof for Goa's existence only in part. St.
Thomas proceeds from contingent being to one whose neces
sity is per aliud and in turn to tne existence of a being 
whose necessity is per se. Hence, making God and some 
creatures necessary beings. These Manualists identify 
necessary being with self-existent being, and contingent 
with caused or participated being but this is not the 
Doctor's teaching at all. This assumes God to be the 
only necessary being and all created being as contingent.

Even in the formulation of the argument from contin
gency in St. Thomas we find a serious difficulty. He sajs 
that since it is possible for coxitingent beings to exist or 
not to exist, sometimes they oo not exist. If all mundane
------ V7---------------------------------------------------------------------Roy Bode, "Creationism in ihysics and Philosophy,”
he American Catholic ihilosowhical association, XXII,
(April, 19^), pp. l$3-3f.

1 ftThomas bright, "Necessary and Contingent Being in 
St. T^otas," Hew Scholasticism, XXV(October, 1951), pp. 439-66.

17
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tilings arc contingent, then at sometime they do not exist* 
This see&s to prove that they did not exist from eternity 
hut asust have be^un at some determinate time. On the con
trary it is a well known fact that Thomas maintains the 
indemonstrabillt., of the world’s creation in tir.e or eter- 
nity by unaided reason. y Yet the argument fro.t. contingency 
definitely states that contingent beings at sotae ti$e do 
not exist. In other worda ti.e world did not exist from 
eternity but ratner ca»e to be at sosue determinate tisie.
Such a glaring inconsistency is unbecoming to tne Angelic 
I'octor *

He firat suggests that only certain things are found 
to be possible to exist or not to exist. Evidently he was 
singling out a special group of created beings, his reason 
beint, that there are certain beings found to be generated 
and corrupted. This suggests that all such beings are 
contingent and since this class is so extensive, it is 
probable that only generable and corruptible beings are 
contingent. His argument pushes reason furtaer and con
cludes tnat all beings could not be contingent but there 
must be sosce necessary being. This argument ultimately
embodies two types of necessary beings, those ao alio

20 ' ~and those ^er se.
There is nothing repugnant to reason in saying that

necessity can be simultaneously received and absolute.
She latter type of necessity is due to tne absence of 
potency for non-existence wnich can take place in created 
or partioipated being and la not confined to a self-exist
ing being. Identity of essence and existence in God does not

lylbld.
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make His necessity absolute but does rjake it per se. A 
necessary being is not one whose essence is to exist, but 
one that cannot not-exist.

contingent being is corruptible and celestial bodies 
are included in this class. Prom reason St. Thomas knows 
that they need not be eternal, although tney may be. Even 
though they did not begin to e. ist hy generation or corrup
tion, yet they did begin to exist by creation which may or 
may not be from exernity according to the pleasure of the 
divine will.21

fihat woulo St. Thomas answer to the objection that 
creatures have no possibility for non-existence if their 
cause should cease to be. lie answers that if tne action of 
their cause should cease, tney woutd be non-existent, fhis
non-existence would be possible witn respect to God’s power 
of net-giving existence but not with respect to beings 
themselves. Hence, there is an absolute necessity of exist
ence of a tnint, because God wills it so. Absolute neces- 
ity does not equal essence and existence in the sense that
God had to make them, immaterial form cannot be separated

' 22 from itself as form froji. matter can.
lo St. Thomas possible being meaning "possible to

be" and contingent being meaning "possible not to be" seem
to mean the same thln̂ ,. The absence of matter subject
to contrariety is the root of necessary being, This is
form. Both necessary and contingent being are predicated

23according to existence, not action.
In considering necessary being as distinct from con- 

xingent oeing there are two type3 of necessity whicn are

21Ibid.
22Ibid.
2 ■''ibid.
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explained by mode of existence and fact of existence. The 
fact of existence will always be conditionally necessary, 
not absolutely, because it presupposes God’s making which 
is not determined to make, xhe mode of existence will be 
absolutely necessary.^ Once a thing begins to exist it 
is absolutely necessary.

Necessary and contingent being are not parallel to the 
Creator and creature but to incorruptible and corruptible 
or ingenerable or generable being. Absolute possibility 
is that type of possibility which, although not in the 
nature of things, can be or can exist; it depends upon 
an intrinsic principle juat as absolute necessity does.
A creatable being is possible only with reference to God. 
Hence, it is not a strict possible witn respect to an in
trinsic principle(one which essentially constitutes a thing 
in its essence). The reason for this is that the intrinsic 
cause of necessity is due to form. Matter can have a po
tency for existence but form cannot. This is what we mean 
when we say that matter subject to contrariety is the basis 
for contingent being. Ultimately the absolute necessity 
of some creatures is due to extrinsic causality.2^

We perceive, them, that the starting point of the 
tertia via is not created being but only corruptible being. 
It does not jeopardize the non-repugnance of the world's 
eternity. It does not say that all created being sometimes 
does not exist but rather that all generable and corrupt
ible being sometimes does not exist. This does not refer 
to incorruptible beings. It is because they are created 
that St. Thomas says human reason cannot demonstrate that 
they did not exist from eternity, ureation does not in
clude a beginning in time in its concept. It is a uni
versal beginning of a thing in its total existence. Hence,

24Ibid.
25Ibid.
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it a jb tract a from the here and now. The Angelic Doctor °.an
not aay that incorruptibles were eternal because creation26can be from eternity but it is also able not to be so, 
as we ahall see.

Strict lo^ic seems to show tne recognition of an in- 
inviolable necessity in nature's laws. Otherwise, the 
essence of a thing would be changed if the intrinsic end 
of tne object were changed, at. Thomas denies this con
clusion and says tnat a higher natural cause to which ex
ceptional events of tne cosmos couxd be traced is non
existent. tie says this would be true if the laws of 
nature suffer no Interference. He distinguishes between 
absolute necessity and conditional which we have already 
talked about earlier. The former is simple and predicated 
of tnat which under ail and every supposition must be as 
it is, e.g., tae three angles of a triangle must equal a 
straignt line. This effect is due to tine material and for
mal causes. The latter is hypothetical and must be as it 
is onij when a certain condition is realized. If it is 
necessary for this or that to be to achieve a certain end, 
such necessity is based on a condition, therefore, hypo
thetical. In other words, necessity arising from ante
cedent causes is absolute, tnat from consequent causes is 
only conditional.

He clarifies by his distinction between actions neces
sary ’*ith the necessity of essence itself and effects which 
follow necessity of essence. He further distin&uisnes be
tween immanent activity in which there is no extrinsic 
teraUtherefore, necessity follows formj; and transient 
activity in which we see tnat necessity follows form only as

26Ibid.
27'Joseph Marling, The Order of r, a cure in the .Philoso

phy of ot. Thomas itctuinas« (New York: the laulist Tress, 
1934), pp. 103-20.
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a potentiality, e.g., fire produces heat, hut it only need 
possess ihe power to do so. It need not do so because it 
may meet an external impediment.

An event is contingent as long as possibility of its 
non-existence is present regardless of whether or not this 
possibility is ever realized. <>.s we have seen absolute 
necessity arises from material and formal causes; condi
tional necessity arises from efficient or final causes

28which are extrinsic to the being.
How would St. 'i’homas then answer the fatalistic con

ception of the unlverse(a position which holds to an in
violable necessity in the laws of nature). We know things 
only insofar as they are actual in virtue of their forms. 
Matter on the otner hand is unintelligible because being 
a potency it cannot actuate the intellect to act. Essences 
are known when the mind abstracts from matter, for this 
reason we see a marked distinction between the universal 
and the individual. The latter remains inexpressible in 
terms of concepts due to its immersion in matter. Yet it 
is precisely with individuals with which we must deal when 
we seek to give a full account of the physical nature
brought about by creation. 'o deal with individuals is

29to view nature’s contingency.
The higher a cause, the wider the range of objects

-nich it dominates, e.g., two flowers blooming side by
side seem to do so accidentally until we make some ref-

30ere:.ce to a nigher cause. Then we see predetermination 
and arrangement. St. Thomas seeiis tne nighest universal 
cause in nature to which all events can be traced as to 
their cause per ae. This would remove contingency from the

29Ibid.
30Ibid.
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universe.
iO explain this contingency he distinguishes a triple 

order of causes and fortuitioua events, firstly, the 
transcendent, immutable cause; secondly, incorruptible 
but changeabxe cause(the heavens in which causality is uni
versal because it extends to all becoming and cessation 
of being in the physical nature but xjarticuiar in that it 
limits Itself to the sphere of natural motion); and 
thirdly, temporal particular causes of immediate experience,
determined to a definite effect according to their proper 
species. She first ultimately explains contingency.

Xhere are irregularities or chance events in nature,
lo tuey presuppose cosmic purpose or militate against it?
Tne comparison of contingent events which we witness with 
their proximate particular causes reveals that many things 
happen accidentally. In the general causality of the 
heavens tney appear foreordained but dshe complete removal 
of chance happenings by recourse to the heavenly bodies is 
not possible. It is only when we compare the irregular
ity in nature with an order which dispxa,, s purpose that 
we can term an event accidental. Chance events ensuee 
despite, not by reason of, tne absence of order. Absolute 
determinism is ruled out as xong as form consorts with 
matter and as lon̂ , as the universe presupposes the individ
ual. If the operative powers of a thing were 30 determined 
to specific matter that it would not be possible for them
to be obstructed, tuen the manifold capacity of matter would

32be to no avail. This is not the case, therefore, the 
reason must lie beyond the physical spnere(it is the will 
of the world*3 first Cause).

Sue answer lies in having recourse to the highest of 
all causes in which contingency and chance find a satis-

31Ibid

52lbid
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factory and complete explanation. Chance by its very 
essence may lie beyond nature’s intention but it can 
acnieve none of these things with regard to the first 
cause of finite reality. It is subject to an already 
established order and ”to escape that order would lie3'3outride tne realm of being itself.w

We see, then, that nature’s laws are marked with a 
provisional character which not only does not destroy the 
determinism which »e find in the sciences but limits it 
to its proper spuere as a science has to be li. ited. Sci
ence presupposes but does not guarantee the absence of 
chance due to the faet tnat it lies beyond its scope and 
effort. tfnatever has occurred in nature, even these 
unforseen events, has done so with a certain necessity, 
for there is always a sufficient reason for tne existence
of events. This mitigated determinism of St. Thomas up
holds the legitimacy and authority of science by ruling
out any absolute contingency and chance which would ren-

34der research impossible. At the same time this explan
ation helps St. Thomas to maintain his stand when he speaks 
about the contingency of beings. For him creation must 
also expxain chance events since tney happen within the 
realm of being.

The question as to how we can even speak of contin
gent events naturally poses itself in our minds since each 
event is willed by God from all eternity and hie will does 
not cnange. How can cosmic events and beings, for tnat 
matter, be other than strictly necessary since Jod wills 
them to occur by His unchangeable will? The Angelic Doc
tor' 9 repxy holds that it is not a question of simply know
ing future events in their causes. «e should not know the 
knowledge of God or His volition strictly after the fashion

^Ibid.
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of human knowledge and will, God aees everything and for- 
sees necessary events taking place as such and contingent 
events taking place as contingent, The same holds true 
with God's willing them to happen in either of these two 
wav a, whether we spea*. of them in time or in eternity.
-hese happenings are decreed tnrougn the activity of nec
essary or contingent causes, oince God's will is indefect
ible, being that it is identical with His essence which is 
eternal, the effects of its determination of necessary 
or contingent causes unfailingly come to pass. Jhance 
events do not escape ills plan but are ratxier a part of 
it. ' This is the manner in which iit. Thomas saved nis 
position from slipping into the pit of absolute determinism 
while at the same time explaining creation through con
tingent being and its cause.

In the final analysis the relation of contingent bein^ 
to an essentially necessary being is simply that tne indif
ference of the former must be removed by this essentially 
necessary being. From a careful consideration of finite 
being i>t. Thomas shows tne fact and need of a Creator from 
.»hom all being proceeds. To prove creation it need only 
be shown that God needs no pre-existent matter. nis 
emanation of being from non-being was forced upon him when

■7. £he analysed finite being. i)ven necessary being must be 
explained by something else.

. nat shall the Angelic doctor answer to the objection 
that not every being is from God because nothing prevents a 
thing from being without that which does not belong to its 
essence, e.g., man can exist without whiteness? Relation 
cf a thing caused to its cause does not appear to be essen
tial to some beings which can be understood without it and 
can exi3t without it. He answers that while it id true to say

55lbid.
a*
Meehan, op. cit.
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tnat che relation of a thing caused to Its cause does not 
appear essential to some beings, it still follaife as a con
sequence on what belongs to essence, By the fact that a 
thing exists or nas being by participation, it is caused.
But an unca.-sed being is still possible since to be caused

37does not enter i;.to the essence of a being as such.
Another impostant objection is raised concerning tne 

procession of bein^ from God. Since every agent produces 
its like and acts in proportion to its actuality, every
thing is actual in some degree, but primary matter formally 
considered in itself is pure potentiality, therefore, it 
is .inst the nature of primary matter to be created. St. 
Tnomas easily clears away this objection by stating that 
this argument does not show taat matter is not created, 
but tnat it is not created without form. Whatever is crea
ted is actual but not pure actuality. But even the poten
tial nas to be created since it is a principle of being 
and not a being i t s e l f . I n  the very existence of matter 
we find that it must nave form or actuality. There is 
a transcendental union of the two. Thus it is more cor
rect to say that matter is concreated witn form.

We can clearly see that all being comes from God, 
and since this is the case we must also conclude to Him 
as the exemplar cause.

Thus far we have shown that since being is imperfect 
and yet has some perfection, it must derive this perfec
tion from a being whicn does not have but is this perfec-

37"Thomas Aquinas, Summa Theoiot;ica: Treatise on the 
Creation, Translated by 'the™Fathers of rtheEnglishTkoain- 
ican Province. (1st comp. Am. ed.; H.Y.: Benziger Broth 
ers, Inc. 1947), Vol. I, pp. 229-45.
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tion. We have also pointed out that contingent and neces
sary beings cannot explain within themselves the contingency 
and necessity which they nave. We must ultimately arrive 
at a being who can explain these. Since this being is an 
infinite one, we now consider the mode of emanation of 
finite being from its source. Up to this point the Thomis- 
tic notion of cieation is a philosophical concept reached 
by the use of unaided reason!



Chapter I
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After a consideration oi' the procession of creatures 
from &od and a demonstration of this emanation from Him 
as the source of all being, let us now delve into the 
notion of creation in order to determine exactly what St. 
Thomas considers it to mean. All being proceeds from God 
but in what way does it effect this?

Creation actively considered is defined by St. Thomas 
as "the production of something according to its whole 
substance presupposing nothing as uncreated or created 
by another.1,1 In creation we consider not only the ema
nation of a particular being from a particular agent but 
also the emanation of universal being from a universal 
cause, God. In the former whatever proceeds by particular 
emanation is not presupposed to it, e.g., a man from non- 
man or white from non-white. If the procession of uni
versal being from the first principle be considered it is
impossible to presuppose any being because outside of2being, there is notning.

Creation is more than the formation of being or cause 
of existence, it beaxs the notion of the production of 
things in the fullness of their being by a first cause. 
Among the tfifferent modes of origin this is supreme because

%its final term is the whole substance of a thing^ includ
ing the notion of procession from non-being or nothing 
which has no essence or existence. Causality extends to 
all parts of a being and is not limited to any one part. 
Creation, then, is not movement or change because both

4.require a support or substratum— an underlying some
thing. But as we have stated above, outside being there

1Hart, op. cit.
2Aquinas, op. cit.
3 Ibid. •
4Meyer, op. cit.
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is non-being which has neither essence or existence. Hence 
there is no basis for support.

Admittedly thi3 is a difficult concept to formulate 
and the Angelic Doctor realises the difficulty when he ac
knowledges that there is no such direct experience of such 
efficiency anywhere in nature. It is difficult for the 
huff.an mind to consider this notion. The mind tends to re
vert to the nothing of "nothingness” as a pre-existing 
'‘something'1 but this is not the case.

The infinite >oa produces from nothing because what
ever comes to be, comes into being from a negation of what 
it becomes. A thing cannot become what it already is. Cre 
ation means that creatures exist only by derivation from a 
subsisting being,^ they cannot come from a being whose 
essence is identical to his existence for tney have compoai 
tion. They cannot explain themselves but neither can they 
proceed physically from such a subsisting being who has no 
potency.

The term creation is applied to tne efficient causal 
production of existences and not to an efficiently chang
ing and already existing something. Creation out of no
thing is not a species of change but ratner the very pro-

7due-ion of potency and act. The reason for this is tnat 
a universal effect comes from a universal cause. No matter 
how insignificant or magnificent a thing may be; whether 
it be the smallest grain of sand or /-an, one of tne noblest 
of god's works, it comes into being ex ninilo. The poorer

5■'Hart, op. cit.
6Beni gnus, oy. cit.
Bode, op. cit.7
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the soil with which the tiller must work, the greater the 
effort in drawing forth an effect; the poorer the student 
witn whom the teacher has to work, the greater the effort 
of instruction; the more passive power decreases, the more 
active power must increase so that when no passive poten
tiality exists, the active power necessary to produce an 
effect must be infinite. Due to the infinite distance to 
be bridged between being and non-being, an infinite power 
must create. >Ve must try to fathom the meaning of ex nihilo. 
Finite beings are transformers, not creators, for they woric 
with an already existing material, e.g., the sculptor who 
works with marble and the philosophers who work out their 
corresponding system take an already existing something and 
organize it.8

To further clarify his position St. Thomas explains his 
supreme principle of action, a thing acts only insofar as 
it is actual and it3 mode of activity depends upon its mode 
of actuality. Every individual thing is in act with respect 
to itself but only as far as its form is concerned, not its 
whole substance. Ho thing possesses a fullness of act and 
the perfection of all actual things, for it has only cer-

Qtain specific perfection. Otherwise it would be totally 
in act and incapable of change since it already would have 
all perfection. But as we have seen this is impossible with 
finite beings for the simple reason that they are limited, 
do change, and do not possess all perfection. Again we must 
say that a thing acts insofar as it is in act and only pure 
act can produce a thing in its whole substance, like pro
duces like; a specific perfection is produced by a speciiic 
thing. A being possessing perfection to the highest degree 
is the cause of all members of that genus. God is the Su
preme Being. Hence, He is the cause of all being extra Se.

o
a . Garrigou-Lagrange, God: Hi3 Existence and His 

Nature, Translated by lorn Bede Hose. (St. Louis, Missouri: 
B. Herder ooic Co., 1936), Vol. II, pp. 135-41.

Q
li eyer, oy. cit.
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what is common to all effects must have a universal cause, 
thus, being which is common to all effects, requires God 
as its cause.10 Since He is pure act Ke is immaterial, 
therefore, not composed. But material beings cannot pro
ceed from immateriality since it cannot give what it does 
net have. Ke may even generalize and say that all finite 
being is made out of nothing aince the finite added to the 
finite can never equal tne infinite, therefore, cannot pro
ceed from the infinite except in a certain manner, i.e., 
from nothing through the divine power, oince we have also 
shown that all finite being is f*om God and outside being 
there is only non-being, then we can conclude that God cre
ates out of nothing since creation is tne making of being 
itself rather than change in being. Every creature exer
cising "to be" by reception from the source of being is no- 
tning if considered in itself or aa having anything proper 
to itself. If be take from ourselves what we have received 
from Goa, nothing remains.11

From science we receive the dictum; "matter can 
neither be created nor destroyed." Metaphysically this 
me ns that only God can create. Hence, only He bridges tne 
immeasurable gap between being and non-being. Any and every 
true consideration of creation must take God into account,
otherwise we run headlong into an unavoid&ole and inevitable

12supposition of unexplained causes.
In beings existing by participation, a relation to cause 

is necessary. Such a relation, as shown previously, is not 
part of the definition of a being but flows as a conse
quence of what belongs to essence. Such a relation in being 
cannot exist without being causcd. This leads us to a

10,. . , ibia.

Leo A. Foley, "Some Aspects of the Iroblem of Crea
tion," The American Ecclesiastical Review, CXXXVIII. (April,
1 9 5 8 ) ,  w r z j r m ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Eenignus, op. cit.
12
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paramount consideration of an important distinction made 
by St. Thomas to save his position from deteriorating into 
pantheism. Creation in the creature is a real relation of 
passive to active creation. Since what is created is not 
made by movement or change, creation places something in 
the creature by relation only. The relation of passive 
creation is in the creature and i_s the creature. In other 
words the relation of finite beings to the First Being is 
a real one but the relation of the latter to the former1*5is and can be only a logical one. ^

Thus we say that the creative act is not a formally
transitive action, as if emanating from <J-od in tue manner
of an accident and received in a created being. tather it
is a formally immanent action not distinct from His essence. 1 4

I5ut His creative act is said to be virtually transitive,
i.e., it produces an external fact and nas all the power
of a formall,/ transitive action, creation affects the
creature and is merely the real relation.4of dependence of
the creature upon tue Creator. Betwee&°tnd the creature

15there is only a logical relation six.ce tne ^irst Heing 
needs nothing for His existence, briefly summed, creation 
is not a real relation in ^od but only one of reason in
asmuch as creatures are referred to Him but not conversely.1  ̂

what would St. Thomas answer to the objection chat 
since nobility of action of motion is determined by the 
terms, an action is nobler from being to being than from 
non-being to being, ureation appears to be the most noble

Phelan, op. cit.
1 4 Garrlgou~lagrange, op. cit.

13

■^Ihelan, op. cit.
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of actions because it is tne first of all actions, tnere- 
fore, creation must be from being to being, not non-being 
to being. His reply explains tnat changes receive species 
and dignity not from the term wherefrom but whereto. Gen
eration is nobler and more excellent than alteration be
cause substantial form is nobier tnan accidental form, yet 
a privation of substantial form which is tne texm wherefrom, 
is more imperfect tnan the contrary which is the term where
from in alteration, likewise creation is more perfect and 
excellent than is generation or alteration because the term
whereto is tne entire substance of a thing. The term where-

17from is non-being.
If to create is to make an object out of nothing, to 

be created is to be made, which means changed. But change 
occurs in a subject according to a definite movement. Accord
ing to this view u-od cannot create. In answer to this 
statement, we are again confronted with tne problem of the 
human mind construing this notion as meaning to make from 
pre-existing material. St, Thomas adequately explains when 
he savs that this process is not change except according to 
our way of understanding something as different now from 
what it was, nut in this origination the whole substance 
is produced and is different now from what it was before
only according to our way of understanding it as not ex-

1 fiis tin,, at all and then as exercising f,to be.” otrictly 
speaking this is not change but we conceive it a« such.
Action and passion coincide regarding the substance of mo
tion and differ only by diverse relations so that when 
motion is withdrawn, only diverse relations remain in the 
Creator and His work. Because tne mode of signification

Aquinas, op. cit 
18Ibid
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follows the maimer of understanding, creation is signified 
by a mode of change. Hence, we say to create is to make 
something out of nothing* "To make" and "to be made" are 
more appropriate expressions because they carry a relation

19of cause to effect and imply change only as a consequence.
We must bear in mind tnat in those things which are 

made without movement, b-.coming and to be made are simul
taneous because a thing is being created and is created at 
the same time. Otherwise we would have cnange. This is a 
direct answer to the objection that what has been made must 
at the same time be becoming, but what is created cannot be 
said to do so because it would be and not be at the same
time, consequently, something cannot be made from nothing

20because its becoming precedes its having been made.
Having discussed what creation is and who performs 

such an act, we now turn to the creature to see whether 
it can create or make out of nothing, vie first draw a 
comparison between particular agents and a unique universal 
one. Being can be in act either universally or particular
ly. A thing is in act with reference to itself if not in

21act according to its whole substance. Being operates
only through forms which are in act. tfith reference to all
other things in act, a thing is particularly in act if it
does not possess in itself the perfection of all other things 

22in act. But if no natural thing possesses in itself the 
perfection of all other things in ac*,, then no natural thing 
has this, ergo, its action is not causative of being as such 
but only of thi3 or that being determined to this or that 
species. It cannot produce a being simply but determines 
pre-existing beings to be this or that(secondary deter
mination) . We then conclude that no particular being can

19ibid.

Meehan, op. cit.

20Ibid.
21Meyer, op. cit.
22
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create out of nothing.2"*
sVe have already answered the objection that creation 

is not anything in the creature. Taken actively it ia not 
anything in the Creator, otherwise there would be some
thing temporal in God; taken passively it ia not anything 
in tne creature. This we did by reasoning that this re
lation between God and His works is one of reason— a logi
cal one.

Again we must say that the production of universal 
being from a universal cause ia by creation without move
ment. as we have seen repeatedly, when movement ia re
moved fros action and passion, only relation remains and 
in thio case is real from creatures to God but not vice 
versa.

Can composite and subsisting things create? "To answer 
the question we must know what a subsisting being is. To 
St. Thomas created things are, properly speaking, subsisting 
beings. Kcn-subsisting things &a matter and for© co-exist 
and are concreated, rather tnan created. Being belongs to 
what nas being, i.e., subsists in its own being. Forms and 
accidents are called beings not as if tney are by them
selves but because something is by them.

Tne answer to the above question is contained in the
explanation. Creation does not mean building up a thing
from pre-existent composite principles but means that the
composite is created in such a wa,/ tnat it ia brought into
existence at the same time and together with its existing

24principles. Matter and form are principles of being and 
not beings themselves. It is more correct to say that 
they are concreated.

We have gliiapsed at the meaning of creation accord
ing to Thomistic teaching. let us progress a step beyond

23Ibid.
24Aquinas, op. cit.
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creation out of nothin^, ana show what the Angelic Doctor 
propounds regarding who can create and wno cannot. This 
follows from what has been said about the nature of creation. 
If it means to make out of nothing, logically the next ques
tion is: who can make or create ex riinilo?

Some suppose that an inferior cause or secondary cause
acting by the power of the first can create. This is not
so for the simple reason that a secondary cause does not
share in the action of a superior cause, except by something
proper to itself. It acts dispositively to the effect of
the principal agent, e.g., a saw produces a bench by its
own form which is the proper effect of the principal agent.
The proper effect of God exercising His power is what is
supposed previous to all other effects. This is absolute
being, consequently, nothing else can act dispositively and
instrumentallj to this effect since nothing is presupposed
to the process of creation for the action of an instrumental25agent.

t*o secondary cause, even as instrumental, can perforin 
such an act. All other agents produce this or that being, 
in the absolute production of being by simple creation, 
there is neither occasion nor neea of instrumental action 
of a dispositive type because tnere is no matter to be dis
posed out of which the effect is made by a principle cause. 
Moreover the very action of something, even its action as 
an instrument, must proceed from its own active potency. 
Instrumental action is notuing other than the application 
of a being's proper power and action to the effect of a 
principle cause. But the creature is finite and as a re
sult cannot operate even as an instrument in creation 
which demands an infinite power in the being whence it 
proceeds. Only such a potency bridges the gap between

25Ibid.
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being and non-being.
Tne re are perfect thi ugs in nature (tney possess all 

tnat ia due to tnem; which make a lii eaess to tnemselves, 
but we must remember that they do not do so absolutely.
They accomplish this only by applying this likeness to 
something elae. ».n animal, for example, cannot be a cause 
of animal!ty because he would cause himself. But tnis ani
mal ia a cause of anlmallty begotten. Hence, it presupposes 
in its action a determinate flatter by which it is an in
dividual animal, Every created being participates in the
nature of being as every individual aan participates in

27human nature.
There is no need to treat the inoommunicability of 

this process separately, iiince it takes infinite power to 
perform tius act and God alone is infinite, then this power 
ia incapable of communication and cannot be snared or evenOilpossessed by finite or Halted beings. it is proper to
joc alone to create. For a created being to ca-.se the
veiy existence of a tnin^ is opposed to tne idea of ciea-

29tion. *

in summary, the ihoaistic dogma of creation can be
summed thuss "Everything which exists outside of God, of

’SOilia own free will He created out of nothing, • . .*
Things a:e not beings themselves, or light, or intelligence, 
etc., but only have being, or light, or intelligence, etc. 
Only God can create.

2bMethan, o^. cit.
27Aquinas, op. cit.
26Ibid.
2Q9arrigou-iagrange, os. cit.
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After considering the procession of all creatures from 
Sod and the mode of emanation of these works of His from 
creation out of nothing, we now turn our attention towards 
the beginning or duration of creatures. We snail try to 
elucidate St. Thomas’s teaching on this last point.

St. Thomas differs from his master St. Albert in his 
opinion that the creation of the world can established 
bj proof. The world’s creation in time cannot be proved or 
demonstrated by reason. As mentioned before this notion 
treated as procession of being from absolute nothingness 
can be proved by reason but not creation out of notning in 
tne sense of after the nothing. To be created and to be 
without beginning do not imply a contradiction. A cause 
must precede the effect; the nothingness must precede 
being only ontologically. A cause producing an effect 
instantaneously need not precede it in time.1

Before the beginning of the world there was no move
ment and therefore no time. The beginning of tne universe 
and the beginning of time are simultaneous. Time does not 
presuppose creation as an autonomous stream in which some
thing is made but rather implies creation. St. Thomas 
decried the use and the understanding of the ’’before" of 
nothing in the sense of time. It has neither duration nor 
measure. It is incorrect, moreover, to speak of the last 
moment of nothing and the first moment of something for the 
simple reason that created time did not exist then. This 
concept is extremely difficult to formulate because our 
imagination seems to extend time beyond the beginning of 
the universe. The nothing from which the universe was
created precedes being not in duration or temporally but

2ontologically.
The Doctor first attempts to show whether or not the 

universe of creatures always existed, iiothing save God

1&eyer, o >j. cit
2Ibid.
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God is an absolutely necessary and self-subsisting being.
The universe of creatures are necessary insofar as God wills 
them to be such, since a necessary effect depends on a pro
portionate cause. It was shown above that God need not will 
anything. Since the world does exist, it does so inasmuch 
as God wills it because its being depends on God's will as 
a cause. It is unnecessary for the world to exist always.

3Hence, reason cannot prove creation in eternity.
As explained previously, if creatures or the entire 

universe necessarily exists, this necessity must arise from 
the being itself or from another. This necessity cannot 
arise from the being Itself because it cannot give what it 
does not have and finite being does not and cannot explain 
withing itself its own esse. Otherwise we would draw tne 
absurd conclusion that a being exists and does not exist 
simultaneously; a glaring violation of the principle of 
contradiction. Whatever has no being of itself, cannot

4.necessarily exist of itself.
neither can we aa,y that this necesoity for creatures 

to exist from eternity is from some extrinsic final or effi
cient cause. An effect that arises necessarily from an 
efficient cause means that the agent acts of necessity, be
cause if it did not, then the effect would not be absolutely 
necessary, But God Who is infinite in every perfection
needs nothing to further perfect Him and does not act undere;any compulsion in producing finite creatures.J

The power of every necessary agent is determined and 
limited to one effect. This is the reason why all physical 
effects always come about in the same way, unless there is 
some interference. This, however, is not the case ?/hen 
treating acts of tne will. Divine power is not determined 
to only one effect. God acts not by physical compulsion

3Aquinas, op. cit.
4Thomas Aquinas, Of God and His Creatures, Translated 

by Joseph Rickaby. (St. Louis', issouri: SI" Herder Book 
Co.) Book II, pp. 95-104.

5Ibid.
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but by will. We evidence this in the universe in that 
whatever involves no contradiction is in the range of phy
sical power. There are many things in the cosmos about us 
that would not involve a contradiction if they did exist, 
e.g., the size and distance of the stars and other bodies 
alon^ with their position. If they should be arranged in 
another plan and it were not intrinsically impossible, 
there would be no contradiction. There are many effects 
as the one mentioned above that are not found in nature 
yet do lie within the range of divine power. Evidently 
whatever doe3 some things and leaves out others which
could be done without involving opposition acts fcy choice6of will and not by physical compulsion. Since God could 
do either, to prove that this process of production took 
place in or from eternity would mean that God had to create 
from eternity.

Perhaps the following will help to clarify. The means 
to an end receives its necessity from its end only if the 
end cannot be at all or at least cannot be well without 
these means. The end proposed to tne divine will can be 
no other tnan God's gooaness in production of creatures 
because this goodness depends neither for its being or well
being on His works. We conclude that if this is the case, 
there is no absolute necessity for the existence of any 
creature or for the supposition tnat creation always ex
isted. When creatures did not exist, time or motion did 
not exist. Xaere was only potentiality of time founded on 
God’s eternity but we cannot argue their existence from un
ending duration unless we hold that tney are necessary to 
God, which we have 3hown to be incorrect. If some of God's 
works nad to exist, tney would be necessary to Him and would

7cease to be creatures.

6Ibid., p. 90 
7lbid.
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Creation is a free act of God'a will. If he produoed 
by necessity, an infinite being by nature would have toQproduce an infinite being but two infinite beings would 
be impossible due to a iaCk of that which makes individuals 
distinguishible. Bo necessity to be filled exists. Means 
are willed necessarily when tne end cannot be achieved or 
realized without it, but God's goodness is complete, there-Qfore, a free will must explain creation.

God’s creative act is eternal since His action is iden
tical with His essence, otherwise He would be limited by 
time, acting at one moment in preference to another. It 
would seem that a thing made from nothing or the effect 
must be eternal if the causative action is. We have point
ed out that this would be true if God acts by nature, but 
tnis is not the ease here. He acts by His will which is 
above time and the universe. His works came into exist
ence when He willed them.

Until recent years the assumption of actual eternity 
has been widespread in tne sciences. St. Thomas holds that
philosophy proves creation but not in time. This would

10introduce the question of becoming. There are those who
maintain that the intellectual basis for creation would
collapse if the eternity of tne world were disproved. St.
Tho as did not panic but carefully formulated his thesis.
The result was his denial that the affirmation of the
world's eternity did prejudice its created character. nor
did rational proof of its being created deny its eternity.
Eternal production is not intrinsically impossible. It
would be repugnant on two counts: if it were necessary
that the efficient cause precede its effect in point of
duration!time), or; if it is necessary that non-being pre-

11cede being from the same viewpoint. In the first case

9Ibid.
10Garrigou-Lagrange, op. Cit.
11Meehan, op. cit.

8henignus, op. cit.
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no cause acting without motion need precede its effect in 
time. This is again a difficult tnought. An omnipotent 
cause capable of acting without motion could produce the 
terminus and the effect instantaneously. In the second 
instance nothing is prior to being by a precedence of na
ture, not duration of time.

What is proper to a tiling in itself is naturally 
prior to it than what it has by something else. But 
no creature has existence save from another, conse
quently, left to itself and considered in itself, it
13 nothing. Henee, nothing is naturally prior to 
being.
The Angelic draws the example that air is always illu

mined by the sun. It is expedient to say that it was made 
lucid from dark or non-lucid— its contrary. Hot that it 
was ever non-lucid but that it would be if left to itself. 
Similarly the nature of creatures is such that if left to
themselves, tney would be nothing. Sternal creation in

13the abstract is not opposed to reason.
So far we have shown that the eternity or non-eternity 

of the world demands that we bring in the will of uod to 
explain it. We cannot rule out the perpetuity of the world 
being that God is unlimited by time or creaturea. Causa
lity is not limited to time if it is true that God's action14.is identical with His nature.

How shall we answer the difficulty that a voluntary 
agent does not delay his action except in expectation of 
some future unrealized condition unless there is some de
fect in his power, e.g., a limb is moved at once by the 
body unless there is a breakdown of some part? What God 
wills He does so always since His will is immutable and un
impeded. He must immediately act in producing creatures, 
with infinite power at His disposal and "blank nothingness" 
before Him there is no reason to delay. He must have cre
ated in eternity. St. Thomas easily clears away this ob-

12Ibid.
15Ibid.
14foley, op. cit.
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stacle by showing that is is true to say His will ia im
mutable and unimpeded, neither does God have any limita
tion outside iiimself, consequently, a tiling exists when

1*5it is arranged for it to do so. In physical agencies 
action takes place as the nature is ready for it and the 
effect follows at once on the complete being of the cause. 
This is not true of the will which act3 according to the 
mode of purpose, not the mode of being. As an effect 
of a physical agent follows the being of the agent, so 
doe3 that of a voluntary agent follow the mode of purpose.1  ̂

Another major objection is raised along these lines.
An intellectual agent has no alternative over two objects 
unless one is superior. In the creative process there is 
no choice. It is absurd to say that non-existence is su
perior over another because they differ by nothing and are 
nothing. Beyond the universe we find God's perpetuity 
which is sit pie with no difference of instants. Can we 
not conclude that His will holds itself unswervingly to the 
production of creatures for all eternityrr Gan we not say 
tnat either His will is that creation was never realized 
under His eternity, or tnat it was always realized^ Again 
the Angelic Doctor adequately answers. His reply involves 
the tendency of the Intellect to mark differences of parts 
of any duration antecedent to the beginning of creation.
This is supposed in the above argument, fe must stress 
that nothingness has no duration or measure; the eternity 
of God has no parts; no before or after, tfe cannot refer 
this act to any severally marked points because there are 
none. We find it impossible to demand reasons why the uni
verse came into being at tnis particular marked instant of

Aquinas, Of God .... 
16Ibid.
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dui'ation(since there was none). She conclusion we must 
draw is the incapability of the rational demonstration of 
the world's creation in eternity. To conclude otherwise 
is tantamount to saying that God had to create.

After pondering the possibility of the eternal exist
ence of trie universe, the next question which naturally 
poses itself is one concerning time. Can we prove by un
aided reason that creation tools place in time? The answer 
to this query is to a large degree much easier than tne re
ply to the possibility of this action in an unending dur
ation. The answer is already evident from wnat we said 
about God's will not being limited. To prove this action 
in time would also be to limit Him. St. Thomas treats 
this topic separately.

In all creatures we find a characteristic pointing 
out to us that it was made. We cannot ascertain whether 
the world had a beginning by scrutinizing the nature of 
things. Essences are eternal and iiumutable. As such they 
are elevated above all temporal and local determinations.
If we recall that a proof consists in something which cannot 
be other tnan it is, viz., essence which is beyond time, 
we can easily perceive tnat a demonstration in time is 
also impossible.

ot. Thomas summarizes beautifully when he says;
Tne reason of this is that the newness of the world 

cannot be demonstrated on the part of the world itself, 
for the principle of demonstration is the essence of 
a thing. Bow everything according to its species is 
abstracted from here and now; wnence it is said that 
universais are everywhere and always. Hence, it cannot 
be demonstrated that man, or heaven, or stone were not always."17
lieasonabl^ it seems tnat since everything made has a 

beginning, everything made has a beginning of duration. If 
the effective cause can be shown in a proof, tnen God should

17Ibid
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be able to be demonstrated as this cause. If this is true, 
then the beginning of the world can al30 be shown. On the 
contrary, the maker need not be prior to the thing made in 
duration if the action is instantaneous as happens in this 
case. It does not follow tnat He Who is the active cause 
of tne world should be prior in time. A3 shown there is 
no successive change in creation. For that matter there 
is no change.

Another objection which presents itself as seemingly 
insurmountable holds that if the world always was, it would 
be equal to God in duration. The world must not always 
have existed. In answering the difficulty, the Angelic 
Doctor says that even supposing the world to have always 
been, it would still be unequal to the first being’s per
petuity. With Boethius he says that divine being is all 
being witnout succession, wheieas, there is succession in 
the world.

We bring up one more objection favoring creation in 
time. If the world was eternal, generation also was, con
sequently, man was begotten in an infinite series. But 
the fatner is the efficient cause of the son. Hence, we 
have an infinite series of efficient causes. This is ab
surd because it explains nothing, ergo, tne world mustiqnavt be^un in time. J

It is true that we cannot proceed to infinity per se. 
There can be no infinite number of causes that are „er se 
required for a certain effect, e.g., dirt moved by the wind, 
the wind moved by sometning else, etc. But we can proceed 
to infinity accidentally as regards efficient causes. If 
all causes infinitely multiplied had the order of onl^ one, 
and their multiplication was accidental, then, we can go 
to infinity. For one man to generate another as a man and 
not as a son of another man, so it is not impossible to be

Aquinas, Summa.... 
19Ibid.
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generated by man to infinity. 'Ihls is accidental proces
sion. By this explanation St. Thomas was able to maintain 
his position that creation in tiae cannot be proved and to 
say that we can also proceed to infinity in the manner des
cribed above. Suffice it to say that proof of creation in
volves essences transcending the confines of time, there
fore, we cannot show creation in time.

In brief such proofs for God’s eternity and non
eternity in relation to the universe would set a limit 
on His power or freedom. These arguments seek to prove the 
impossibility of the world’s perpetuity or inception. If 
the first were true, He has no power to make an eternal 
world; if the second were true, He lacks the freedom to
create a world with a beginning. In either case a limit is

20imposed on the unlimited.

20lbid.
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This little work haa attempted to show and explain 
the Thomistic teaching regarding creation. To what extent 
this notion is a philosophical one and where it ceases to 
be such has been pointed out.

All creatures proceed from the First Being, God, Who 
is the cause of the existence of all finite beings which 
only have perfection. Primary matter and all that essen
tially constitutes a being in its nature came into being 
simultaneously. Since God is the ultimate cause, He must 
also be the final and exemplar cause. All being is from 
God.

Advancing deeper we showed that creation is to make 
a being out of absolute nothingness. Only the ultimate 
cause of all things can perform such an act which demands 
an infinite power. Prom this it follows that finite beings 
which have a proportionate finite cause cannot create. We 
must reaffirm that only God can create.

Proceeding further the duration of creatures was 
treated. At this point the Thomistic notion of creation 
ceases to be a philosophical concept. Negatively speak
ing we cannot prove creation in eternity because to do so 
would establish the necessity of creatures, and conse
quently, would show that God had to create. Neither can 
we demonstrate creation in time because a demonstration 
involves immutable and eternal essences which transcend 
the confines of time.

To state that the creative process definitely happened 
in time is to abandon the science of being in its highest 
principles acquired by the light of unaided human reason 
and to wander into the realm of theology— a study which 
lies beyond the scope of this work.
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